
Celebrating Christmas while working from home

Online workshops for kids Wellbeing.ro



Mini MasteChef
In a MasterChef’s Kitchen

Christmas Tree Design
Recycle Art

Christmas and Sustainability
Upcycled T-shirt Wreaths
Wire Hanger Christmas Wreaths

How to be a Magician

Christmas Letters to Santa
Greeting Cards Workshop

How to prepare Christmas Sweets
Trifle Cake Workshop

Photography art
Christmas Portrait with your Smartphone
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Mini MasteChef
In a MasterChef’s Kitchen

The children are virtually invited to the kitchen of a 
famous master chef to cook a healthy recipe with him.
Each child will be invited to cook live with the chef, so 
that they can prepare a delicious meal for the whole 
family.

Chef: Alex Petriecean, NOUA Restaurant

Christmas Tree Design
Recycle Art

Childhood is about creation and 
exploration. Let's create Christmas 
decorations together exploring the 
possibilities we have around us, using 
objects that you would normally get in 
the trash. Our kids will learn to respect 
the planet and create unique Christmas 
decorations.
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You only need 2 old T-shirts, a pair of scissors, a cardboard 
circle and a little patience. Our plastic artist will guide you to 
make with the help of these materials a cute and full of 
personality Christmas wreath.

The children will be conquered by the final object and the way 
in which it was made.

Wire Hanger Christmas Wreaths

Did you know that you can use old wire 
hangers to make wonderful door wreaths 
this Christmas? You will also need some 
old decorations, such as beads that you 
no longer use, bows and others.
The end result will be a wonderful and 
original wreath to put on the door.

Christmas and Sustainability
Upcycled T-shirt Wreaths
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How to be a Magician with Magitot

Even more than watching magic, kids will love learning how 
to perform magic! Magic workshops are an exciting and 
unusual alternative to a traditional magic show. There is 
active participation, a new skill is learned and children interact 
not just with Magitot but with each other too. Magitot makes 
a super workshop host, and even when he is teaching he is still 
entertaining and engaging. Concerned about the magician 
kit? You only need some napkins, coins and plastic glasses.

Christmas Letters to Santa
Greeting Cards Workshop

We can't wait for Santa to come!
But before we think about what gifts he 
will bring us, it would be nice to write him a 
letter and tell him about our achievements 
this year. And we will not make him any 
letter, we will use various materials we 
have in the house to create a nice greeting 
card so Santa can remeber us with love.
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How to prepare Christmas Sweets
Trifle Cake Workshop

Photography art
Christmas Portrait with your Smartphone

Trifle is a delicate English dessert served 
especially at festive meals. This dessert has 
gained tremendous popularity in recent years. 
The reasons are many: it is made without 
baking, it is extremely tasty, it has different 
flavors and it is so easy to make that anyone 
can make it, no matter how unskilled it may be 
in the kitchen. The perfect workshop for your 
child to have fun and gain confidence in him.

The children are invited to a photography workshop with
the smartphone, during which they will learn some basic 
elements about the phone camera. Moreover, together 
with the professional photographer, the little ones will 
learn how to pose for a successful portrait, some 
composition rules that will help them to take only 
successful photos from now on.
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Thank you
for trusting us!



a l e c s and r a@we l l b e i ng . r o


